Introduction
This paper provides an overview of our results about continuous Z n cocycles, their continuous suspension ows and their role as models for more general R n ows on compact metric spaces. Cocycles occur in a variety of dynamical settings. Before explaining the main themes of this survey paper, we describe the abstract context in which cocycles usually appear.
Suppose a group T acts on a space X. If we try to extend the action of T on the rst co-ordinate of X G , where G is another space, to all of X G, we need a device which, given x, tells us how to act on (x; g) as g ranges over G. When G is a group the simplest approach is to multiply g by another group element which depends on x and t. In other words the natural device is a continuous function h : X T ! G, but this procedure will only de ne an action of T on X G when h satis es a condition called the cocycle equation. This equation has arisen in various contexts in addition to its roots in homological algebra. If G is compact this new ow is the well studied skew extension ow. In the general case, and under certain conditions, by factoring by an appropriate equivalence relation we can obtain a ow on a compact space, called a suspension ow. The well known ow under a function is a special case of this.
Much is known about cocycles and suspension ows in the measure theoretic case (every multiparameter action is a suspension up to measure isomorphism), and there is a body of results in the case of di erentiable actions. Robert Ellis E 78] produced a comprehensive study in the setting of abstract continuous actions using the Ellis algebras and groups. Less is known about the case of actions under connected groups other than the reals.
We have been interested in the situation where the acting groups are Z n and R n . The subject is beginning to be developed and some understanding of these cocycles and suspensions has resulted. The aim of this paper is mainly expository: to put the area in context and to illuminate the ideas without the details of technical proofs. In some cases the basic ideas behind a proof will be given where we feel it helps understanding, but formal details will simply be referenced. Our attempt is to provide a more cohesive picture of our overall approach, progress to date, and directions for future investigation.
Using the model of a ow built under a function, we rst develop the basic theory of R n suspensions. The study of suspensions under arbitrary acting groups has its roots in Robert Ellis' paper E 64] and our debt to his work is clearly apparent. Our rst investigation concerns topological properties of the resulting suspension ows. It is noted that the space being Hausdor is essentially equivalent to a uniform growth property of the cocycle. These so called covering cocycles become the central focus of the remainder of the paper. The relation between the compactness of the space and linear growth of the cocycle is illustrated, as well as the existence of nice suspension models. The notions of fundamental domains and associated tilings of R n are also brie y surveyed.
We next turn to the space of cocycles and look at questions about the pervasiveness of covering cocycles. It turns out that using certain ergodic averages provides a tool to show that the density of covering cocycles is equivalent to a notion of unique ergodicity in this space, and to a nice characterization of the space of cocycles as the direct product of the linear cocycles and the closure of the coboundaries.
The easiest suspensions to analyze are the constant suspensions obtained from the identity linear map and their time changes. A central issue is the unfolding problem: when is a given covering cocycle essentially equivalent to such a cocycle? Partial answers are developed; one consequence is that in the case of a uniquely ergodic base ow this is always true.
The nal section addresses the issue of how far from a linear cocycle a covering cocycle can be in the minimal ow situation. An important example called the almost periodic spiral and its exotic properties are sketched, including some highly nonlinear behavior. Some natural questions for further investigation are highlighted at the end.
Origins
The usual setting for continuous abstract dynamical systems, or simply ows, is a compact metric space X on which a non-compact abelian group T acts via a continuous function : X T ! X satisfying the following conditions:
(a) (x; s + t) = ( (x; s); t), (b) (x; 0) = x. for all x in X and s; t in T. For convenience we write (x; t) = xt and denote the ow by (X; T). In the same vein given E X and F T, let EF = fxt : x 2 E and t 2 Fg:
To avoid certain pathologies, ows will always be assumed to have a free orbit (xt 6 = x when t 6 = 0) which is dense (the closure of fxt : t 2 Tg is X).
The integers and reals will be denoted by Z and R respectively. Although we are primarily interested in the multidimensional cases when T = R m or T = Z m , we will use the classical cases T = R and T = Z to motivate the theory. A single homeomorphism of X onto itself determines a Z action on X simply by (x; n) = n (x), and the study of R actions is akin to the qualitative study of solutions of di erential equations.
Poincar e and others exploited the idea of a local section to study the recurrent behavior of solutions of ordinary di erential equations in R m and on di erentiable manifolds. The concept of a local section from ordinary di erential equations can be extended to actions of R on metric spaces. Given a ow (X; T), a closed subset S of X is a local section provided there exists an > 0 satisfying: (a) the ow maps S ? ; ] homeomorphically into X, (b) the interior of (S ? ; ]) is non-empty.
If S is a local section, then it is easy to verify that there exists a subset S o of S such that the interior of (S ? ; ]) is (S o (? ; )). If x is not a xed point (xt 6 = x for some t), then there exists a local section S at x which means that x 2 S o . A proof of this fact can be found in Nemytskii and Stepanov NS 60] on page 333. This result was extended to R m actions when the isotropic subgroup ft : xt = xg is a discrete subgroup of R m by Zippin and a detailed proof was given by Thomas T 68] in his thesis.
Let S be a local section at x 0 and suppose x 0 t 2 S o for some t > 0. By continuity the set U = fx 2 S o : xt 2 S o for some t > 0g is open in S o , and for x 2 U let (x) = minft > 0 : xt 2 S o g: Then : U ! S o de ned by (x) = x (x) is just the Poincar e rst return map and both (x) and (x) are continuous on U. Although a local section and rst return map can provide useful information about the dynamics at x 0 , they generally do not completely describe the dynamics of the ow (X; R).
A local section S is a global section provided: (a) S 0 = S (b) for all x 2 X there exists t such that xt 2 S.
When S is a global section the rst return map is de ned on S and is a homeomorphism of S onto S. Now the dynamics of (X; R) are largely dictated by the dynamics of the ow (S; Z) de ned by the homeomorphism . For example, (S; Z) is minimal if and only if (X; R) is minimal. ( A ow is minimal if each of its orbits is dense in the space. A point whose orbit closure has this property is called almost periodic.) However not all dynamical properties are preserved. (For example it is possible that (S; Z) is equicontinuous and (X; R) is weak mixing. NS 60, p.299]) Conversely, given a ow (S; Z) and a continuous positive real valued function ( ) on S, a ow (X; R) can be constructed containing S as global section with as the rst return time and as the rst return map. Form the space S = f(x; u) : 0 u (x); x 2 Sg= where is the equivalence relation (x; (x)) ( (x); 0) and de ne real orbits over each base point (x; 0) by (x; 0)t = (x; t) if 0 t < (x), by (x; 0)t = ( n (x); t ? P n?1 k=0 ( k x)) if (x) t, and similarly for t < 0. S is a compact metric space and the above de nition gives a genuine real action. This construction is the classical ow under a function . Notice that the "axis" f(x; 0) : x 2 Sg is embedded in the new ow as a global section.
Following the ideas of Ellis we will subsume the construction of a ow under a function in the more general construction of a suspension ow (X; R m ) constructed from a Z m action on a section. Ellis E 64] generalized the idea of a global section S to a topological group T acting on a topological space X by using a second group G acting on S T. The G action on S T will be written on the left. There is also a T action on S T, given by (y; s)t = (y; s + t), and this action will be written on the right. Speci cally, Ellis required that the G and T actions on S T commute and that the map (y; t) ! yt of S T onto X induce a homeomorphism of the G-orbit space S T=G onto X. He then used this concept to obtain necessary conditions for the fundamental group of X to be non-trivial. We will use the same idea but from an external constructive point of view instead of from Ellis' internal structural point of view. The equivalence of these two points of view is essentially the content of Theorem 1 in Ellis' paper. In what follows, Z m will play the role of G and R m the role of T.
Given a ow (X; Z m ), we will now write the action on the left as ax when a is in Z m and x is in X, but we will continue to write R m actions on the right. A cocycle for (X; Z m ) is a continuous function h : X Z m ! R n satisfying h(x; a + b) = h(x; a) + h(ax; b) for all x in X and a; b in Z m . Note that h(x; 0) = x and that the set of R n valued cocycles for (X; Z m ) is a vector space over R.
There are two elementary kinds of cocycles that are easy to construct. There is also a natural R n action on X R n given by (x; v)w = (x; v+w). Since T a ((x; v)w) = (T a (x; v))w; on X h , there is an induced R n action de ning a ow (X h ; R n ), called the suspension ow, which is the principle object of interest in this paper.
The space X h can be rather pathetic. We will illustrate how bad it can be with a classical example. Let K be the unit circle and let = e ? P n?1 k=0 f( k z) n > 0 0 n = 0 P ?n k=1 f( ?k z) n < 0 de nes a cocycle for the irrational rotation (K; Z) determined by . In fact, the above formula, with k z replaced by k (x), will always produce a cocycle from a continuous function f : X ! R and a homeomorphism : X ! X.
Furthermore, the corresponding T n is just T n .
Noting that the equivalence relation generating X h is essentially the same as the one on the graph of giving S , we have, in fact, exactly recovered the ow under a function situation as a special case of the general construction when m = n = 1 (and f is positive).
Besicovitch B 51] constructed a function f such that for some (z 0 ; s 0 ) the orbit fT n (z o ; s 0 ) : n 2 Zg was dense in K R. Since this orbit determines a point in X h , the space X h has a dense point and is not even close to being Hausdor . Consequently determining when X h is at least Hausdor is a very basic question.
Uniform Growth
At the very least we want to restrict our attention to cocycles h for (X; Z m ) such that the space X h is Hausdor . The canonical projection :
X R n ! X h is also closely tied to the topological properties of X h because is obviously an open map. In particular, it is relatively easy to show that X h is Hausdor when h(x; a) goes to in nity uniformly in x as a goes to in nity in Z m . The uniform growth of h also implies that is a local homeomorphism. The following theorem from FKMS 93] shows that uniform growth can be characterized topologically, identifying a natural class of cocycles for study.
Theorem 3.1 Let h : X Z m ! R n be a cocycle. The space X h is a Hausdor space and is a local homeomorphism if and only if h(x; a) goes to in nity uniformly in x as a goes to in nity in Z m . (That is, given any R > 0 there exists an r > 0 such that jh(x; a)j > R for all x 2 X and a 2 Z m with jaj > r.)
One way of interpreting this theorem is that uniform growth of h means : X R n ! X h is similar to a covering map, and cocycles satisfying this growth condition are called covering cocycles. When h is a covering cocycle, it readily follows that X h is a locally compact metric space.
When m = n = 1, a cocycle h is completely determined by the continuous real valued function h(x; 1), and when h(x; 1) is positive for all t, the suspension ow (X h ; R) is the ow under the function h(x; 1). However, h can be covering without h(x; 1) being positive for all x. In this context there is a simple test in FKMS 93] for covering: Theorem 3.2 A cocycle h : X Z ! R is covering if and only if R X h(x; 1)d 6 = 0 for every invariant probability measure for (X; Z).
In particular, if h is a covering cocycle there can exist x such that h(x; 1) = 0.
Returning to the general cocycle h : X Z m ! R n , suppose h(x; a) = 0 and ax 6 = x. It follows that (ax; 0) = (ax; 0 ? h(x; a)) = (x; 0):
Hence the canonical projection is not one-to-one on X f0g and does not embed X f0g in X h . In particular, X does not naturally sit in X h as a global section. Conversely a covering cocycle is called an embedding cocycle if h(x; a) 6 = 0 for all a 6 = 0. If h is an embedding cocycle, there exists > 0 such that is one-to-one, and hence a homeomorphism, on X fv : kvk < g. In this case X is a global section of (X h ; R n ) in Ellis' sense. An interesting open question is whether or not every covering cocycle is cohomologous to an embedding cocycle. To understand the signi cance of this question we need the following elementary fact: If h and g are cohomologous, then their suspension ows are isomorphic. The map : X R n ! X R n de ned by (x; v) = (x; v ? f(x)) induces an isomorphism of ows from (X h ; R n ) to (X g ; R n ) where h(x; a) ? g(x; a) = f(ax) ? f(x). Consequently, if h is a covering cocycle, g is an embedding cocycle, and g is cohomologous to h, then X appears as a global section of (X h ; R n ) but not in the form of h (X f0g). Thus a positive answer to the question would prove that X could always be imbedded in X h as a global section of the suspension ow (X h ; R n ) when h is covering.
The growth rate of a covering cocycle will play a signi cant role in the next section. We will end this section with a general discussion of this issue.
It is convenient to use the norm jvj = P n i=1 jv i j on R n . For a cocycle h set khk = supfjh(x; e i )j : x 2 X and 1 i ng where e 1 ; : : : ; e m are the standard generators of Z m . It follows immediately that jh(x; a)j khkjaj and linear growth is the most we can expect of a covering cocycle. Do all covering cocycles eventually grow linearly; that is, do there exist positive constants A, B, and C such that Ajaj jh(x; a)j Bjaj when C jaj? In general the answer is no, but for one important class of covering cocycles, namely those for which m = n, the answer is yes. (See Theorem 4.3.)
In M 95] an example of a covering cocycle which did not grow linearly was constructed using the geometric substitution ideas of Dekking Dekk 82].
A few comments about the properties of this example will set the stage for the next section. In this example m = 1 and n = 2 and (X; Z) is a uniquely ergodic substitution minimal set. We can write h(x; k) = (h 1 (x; k); h 2 (x; k)) where the h i are real valued cocycles. It turns out that if either h 1 or h 2 was covering, then h would grow linearly. So the trick is to nd the real valued cocycles h 1 and h 2 such that neither one goes to in nity uniformly in x as k goes to in nity, but together, as a point in R 2 , the uniform growth required for h to be a covering cocycle is achieved. Thus the integrals of both h i must be zero. If one connects the points h(x; k) and h(x; k + 1) with a line segment, then the resulting curve looks like a von Koch curve that has been stretched to in nity.
Compactness and Tilings
In the case of a linear map (i.e. a constant cocycle) it is not hard to see that the map is covering if and only if the kernel is trivial. In an intuitive way cocycles behave like linear maps. In this case (X h ; R m ) is called an almost one-to-one extension of (Y; R m ). This result is the best possible because it is known that the horocycle ow of a compact surface of constant negative curvature does not contain a global section.
The values of the cocycles in Rudolph's theorem are speci c vertices of tiles in a tiling of R m by a nite set of rectangular tiles with faces perpendicular to the coordinate axes. It is quite evident from Rudolph's proof that these cocycles are always embedding cocycles. Consequently it is natural to ask if there is a method for constructing tilings of R m from any embedding cocycle. The answer is yes and the construction is linked to the analog of a fundamental domain for a covering cocycle.
Every covering cocycle with m = n has a fundamental domain in the following sense:
Theorem 4.5 If h : X Z m ! R m is a covering cocycle, then there exists a compact set F contained in X R m such that the following conditions are satis ed:
(a) (F ) = X h , (b) is one-to-one on the interior of F, (c) F equals the closure of its interior. Notice that in the example of a ow under a function, a fundamental domain is simply given by the closed region between the axis and the graph of the suspending function. The proof of the theorem is a relatively simple Zorn's lemma argument. In general if F is a fundamental domain in the sense of the above theorem, the sets F x = fv 2 R m : (x; v) 2 Fg can be very complicated.
By forcing these sets to be \nice" and to t together continuously to form F, we can characterize embedding cocycles. Again the graph of the suspending function satis es all these properties except item (f) in the case m = n = 1. However the missing requirement can be obtained by shifting the global section up slightly from the axis of the graph. Turning to the proof of the theorem, necessity uses a standard geometric construction of a fundamental domain for covering spaces. Speci cally, set F = f(x; v) : kvk kh(x; a) ? vk for all a 2 Z m g where k k is the Euclidean norm. The su ciency makes use of all the conditions to show that X h is Hausdor and is one-to-one on X B (0) for some > 0.
Since ?h(ax; ?a) = h(x; a), it follows that T ?a (faxg F ax ) = fxg (F ax + h(x; a)) and for a xed x, the sets F ax + h(x; a) tile R m . When F is constructed as above, this tiling is just the tiling by Voronoi polygons given by the set fh(x; a) : a 2 Z m g in R m . In general the properties of F in Theorem 3.6 guarantee that the tiles are polytopes and we have the following corollary. Since Z m is the set of vertices for a triangulation of R m which is invariant under Z m translation, the piecewise linear extension of h(x; a) provides a map H satisfying conditions (a) and (b). The stumbling block is (c). When h is covering, the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem can be applied to show that any continuous H satisfying conditions (a) and (b) must be onto. Consequently the problem of showing a covering cocycle is invertible is reduced to the question of whether or not there exists a one-to-one extension H satisfying conditions (a) and (b) in the de nition.
The unfolding problem can be stated as: Is every covering cocycle cohomologous to an invertible cocycle? To understand this problem from a di erent perspective, let I denote the identity cocycle given by I(x; a) = a for any (X; Z m ). If h is invertible, then H induces a homeomorphism of X I onto X h which preserves orbits. In other words, the suspension ow (X h ; R m ) is a time change of (X I ; R m ). From this point of view the unfolding problem asks whether suspension ows of covering cocycles are all just time changes of (X I ; R m ).
When m = n = 1, h is invertible if and only if h(x; 1) is either a positive or a negative function. It can be shown that every covering cocycle is cohomologous to a positive cocycle and therefore is invertible. The key to proving this and the other theorems in this section is the following observation: To see how this lemma is used, note that in the m = n = 1 case, when R X h(x; 1)d > 0 for every invariant measure , it follows that h N (x; 1) is positive for large N and thus h is cohomologous to a positive cocycle.
Note that a constant cocycle T in L(m; m) is invertible as a cocycle if and only if T is invertible as a linear map. In KMS 96] the next result was obtained using piecewise linear topology.
Theorem 6.1 If T is an invertible constant cocycle, then T is in the interior of the invertible cocycles.
Consider a covering cocycle h in D m . As we observed in the previous section, we can nd a linear map T and a cocycle cohomologous to h as close to T as we please. Also by those remarks T must be invertible. Now Theorem 5.1 can be applied to nish the proof of the next result.
Theorem 6.2 Every close to linear covering cocycle is cohomologous to an invertible cocycle. In particular, every covering cocycle is cohomologous to an invertible one when there is a unique invariant cocycle integral.
A larger class of covering cocycles than the close to linear covering cocycles is the nonsingular cocycles. 
The Almost Periodic Spiral
A question left open by the theory described in the rst ve sections of this paper is how far from a linear map can a covering cocycle be? The answer is not completely known. In this section we will describe the properties of one exotic example constructed in M 94]. It is the only known example of an embedding cocycle for a minimal ow which is singular and hence not close to linear, and it is counter-intuitive in the way covering cocycles can behave directionally.
First we need to describe a method of simultaneously constructing a cocycle and a dynamical system. The idea is to start with the desired values of the cocycle h for a single x with a dense orbit and build from there. and thus xed points of (S; Z 2 ) because rotations are linear maps. The slightly more surprising fact is that h is a covering cocycle. However, the suspension ow associated with h is not minimal, and the construction of the almost periodic spiral requires further work.
Covering cocycles must grow linearly in the m = n case, but how do the di erent directions contribute to their growth? What can be seen from the behavior of the spiraling net is that the \su cient" growth required to produce a covering cocycle can be the result of the combined contributions of all the component cocycles with no single component having the uniform growth itself in any direction. To make this more precise let T : R is not covering. Since a cocycle h 0 cohomologous to h would have the same behavior, this property is an invariant of the cohomology class. In contrast, if h is close to linear, for every a there exists T such that T(h(x; a)) is covering. Thus h is an example of a covering cocycle which is not close to linear.
The underlying dynamics of h , that is the dynamics of the Z 2 ow on the orbit closure of , are simple, consisting of a circle of xed points and a single dense orbit. However, by carefully modifying the function , an almost periodic net can be constructed without destroying the spiraling behavior. Although this construction carried out in M 94] is technically very demanding, the underlying idea is easily described. The constructive process must syndetically insert copies of larger and larger pieces of the central behavior of the function including all earlier modi cations. The latter point is the di cult aspect of the construction. The result is a minimal ow and a cocycle, called the almost periodic spiral, with the exotic properties delineated in our nal theorem. The original goal which led to the almost periodic spiral was to construct a covering cocycle for a minimal ow where the distance between its cohomology class and the linear maps was positive. In KMS 96] it was subsequently shown that a cocycle h is close to linear if and only if the distance between its cohomology class and the set of linear maps is zero. Consequently the almost periodic spiral is not close to linear. However, the nonlinear behavior of the almost periodic spiral is even more dramatic and is better re ected by part (d) of Theorem 7.1.
Since the almost periodic spiral is invertible, there exists an extension H : X R 2 ! R 2 of it as described in Section 5. Fix x and consider the function (t) = H(x; te 1 ) of R into R 2 . If the almost periodic spiral had any linear behavior beyond that given by Theorem 3.3, one would expect (R) to bear some slight resemblance to a straight line. It does not. Writing (t) = r(t)e i (t) , it can be shown that lim t! 1 (t) = 1. In other words, the spiraling behavior of the underlying function (z) is not lost in the process of making the net almost periodic. In fact, this is precisely the behavior of (t) that is used to prove part (d) of 
